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1. Introduction. It was recently demonstrated by R. Mansfield (un-

published) that complementary retraceable sets must be recursive. Our

main result, proved in §3, is that at least one member of any comple-

mentary pair of regresssive sets is recursively enumerable. This is a gener-

alization of Mansfield's theorem, but the method of proof, in §3, is quite

different. In §4, one of the two principal lemmas used by Mansfield is

generalized, and some related material is developed, including an alter-

native derivation of the main theorem. In §5, we show that if the inter-

section of a pair of regressive sets is infinite then it has an infinite regres-

sive subset. As a corollary to this last result, we prove that a coregres-

sive hypersimple set is many-one incomparable with any hyperhyper-

simple set.

2. Definitions and notations. An infinite set a of numbers is regressive

(see [l]) iff there exists a partial recursive function g, and a nonrepetitive

listing bo, bx, ■■■ of the elements of a, such that

(1) aEog, and

(2) g(bo) = b0,   (\/n)(g(bn+x) = bJ.

(The notation 'b',as well as V,' + ','•','*', and '^', is used as in [1].)

An infinite set a of numbers is said to be retraceable iff a is regressive, in

the above sense, with 60,bx, •■■ specified to be the listing of a in order of

magnitude. If a is regressive (retraceable) with respect to the listing b0,

bx, ••• of its elements and the partial recursive function g, we say that g

regresses (retraces) a, or is a regressing (retracing) function for a, and that

b0 is the root of a under g.

We shall freely use the results of [l] and [4]. In particular, we make

use of the fact that if g regresses a with respect to the listing b0, bx, ■ ■ • of

a, then there is a partial recursive subfunction g0 of g which also regresses

a with respect to the listing b0, bx, ■ ■ • and is "special" in the sense that

(a) pgo C ago, and

(b) x G ôgo ==> ( 3 re) OfQ(x) = bQ).

With the exception of our discussion of Theorem 3 in §4, whenever we

make use of regressing functions they will be special in the above sense.

Given a partial number-theoretic function g, we set

g(x)=df[y\(ln)(gn(x)=y)].
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(¿(x) = {x j if x (£ ôg, by our adherence to the usual convention that ga(x)

= x.)

By the "standard computation" of two partial recursive functions g

and h for which definite computation procedures are given, we mean

the algorithm (relative to the given fixed procedures for computing g

and h) which proceeds as follows:

Stage 1. Proceed one step in the computation to find g(0); then go

to Stage 2.

Stage 2. Proceed one step in the computation to find rt(0); then go

to Stage 3.

Stage 2re+l (re > 0). Proceed one more step in the computation to find

g(r), where r + 1 is the number of distinct prime factors of 2re + 1, provided

g(r) has not previously been found; then go to Stage 2re + 2.

Stage 2re + 2 (re > 0). Same as Stage 2re + 1 (re > 0) with g replaced

by h, 2re + 1 replaced by 2re + 2, and 2re + 2 replaced by 2re + 3.

In §§3 and 5, we use the symbol 'C to refer to the standard computation

of two given partial recursive functions g and h (assuming fixed com-

putation procedures for g, h).

Following recent convention, we denote by 'J(a,ß)' the standard l.u.b.,

{2n|reGa} + {2re + l|reG(8}, of the number sets a and ß.

3. The main result.

Theorem 1. If a, a' are both regressive, then at least one of them is r.e.

We assume, in order to prove Theorem 1 by reductio ad absurdum,

that there exist complementary immune sets a and ß, both regressive.

Let g and h be partial recursive functions which (specially) regress a and

ß, respectively. In what follows, a definition, remark, or lemma is preceded

by the symbol 'f if it is to be read both as it stands and with g, a inter-

changed, at each occurrence, with h, ß, respectively.

t Definition. Dßg = df{xEß\xEbg}.

Let {x¿} be a nonrepetitive listing of Dg, {y, \ a nonrepetitive listing

ofDl

tRemark A. bg is r.e.; hence, since a is immune, Dg is infinite.

tRemark B. iVaEß)iVbE<x)ia£iib)).

tREMARKC. i\/z)iVw)iz£iiw)&w$giz) => z G ß Vw G ß).

(Remark C follows simply from the definition of regressing function.)

tREMARKD. i\/z)i\/w)i[izEß \/wEß)&zEhiw)]=^>zEß).

tLemma 1.1. There are only finitely many XjED^ such thatily.EDl)
iyiÇêixJ&XjEhiy,)).

Proof of Lemma 1.1. Suppose infinitely many x/s satisfy the condition

of the lemma.  We construct, on this hypothesis, an enumeration of an
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infinite r.e. subset t of ß; since ß is immune, Lemma 1.1 will follow. Begin

C for g and h (see §2). As soon as enough information is developed by C

to show that for a pair w, z of numbers we have

(1) g(w),h(w),g(z),h(z) all exist, and

(2) z (£ ¿(w), w (£ g(z), 2 E h(w), and w (£ h(z), we place z in our gener-

ated set t. Now, in particular, every pair (x;,y,) of the infinitely many

pairs of our reductio ad absurdum hypothesis satisfies (1) and (2), with

Xj for 2 and y¡ for w; thus t is infinite. By Remarks C and D, t C ß-    I

fLemma 1.2. There are only finitely many XjED0g such that (3y¡£.Dí)

(y.Eêix^&xjEHyd).

Proof of Lemma 1.2. Assume the contrary. Let T= {(x;,y¿)|y¿E£(*j)

&XjEh(yi)]; our assumption entails that T is infinite. We proceed in a

way analogous to our argument proving Lemma 1.1; but now we consider

quadruples of (pairwise distinct) numbers w, z, s, t such that

(1) g and ft are both defined on each of w, z, s, t;

(2) z$g(t) and t£g(z);

(3) zEHs)  and sGft(i).

We place z in our generated set t when, and only when, C has provided

the information that (l)-(3) hold for a quadruple (w,x,s,t) of distinct

numbers. First, we note that the set t thus generated is a subset of ß. For

by (2), (3), and Remarks C and D, z must be in ß. Next, we verify that t

is infinite, which presents a contradiction to the immunity of ß. Let (x¡, y¡)

ET: we claim that there is a second pair (xk,y¡)ET satisfying

(4) XjEHxÙ - [xk], yiEg(y!) - [yi].
Assume the contrary. Let V = g(y¡), X = Ä(x;). For any pair (xk, yi), if

(x¿, y¡) does not satisfy (4) then xk E X or y¡E Y. Therefore, since T is

infinite, one of these alternatives, say xk E X, holds for infinitely many

(xk,yî)ET. By hypothesis, (xk, y¡) => y¡ E ê(xk) ■ Hence, there is a set

SET such that S is infinite and (xk,y¡) E S ==> (xk,y¡) E X X U!exê(z).

But this latter set is finite, and we have a contradiction. (Clearly, if the

other alternative is selected a similar contradiction arises.)

Now, if (Xj,yi) E T, we see that there exists a pair (xk,yt) E T such that

(l)-(3) hold with Xj for z,yi for w,xk for s, and y for t: this follows from

what was just proved above (concerning (4)) and the facts that g(x;) is

finite   and    (zxEHzà&z-iEHz^) => ZiÈHzù-    Thus,   r is infinite. I

fLEMMA 1.3. ß is recursively enumerable.

Proof of Lemma 1.3. By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, there exists a number m

such that

(XjE D»& (3y,G Dl)(XjE My))) ==> Xj < m.
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We enumerate an infinite subset r of ß as follows: let b0ED^ be such

that 60> m. Begin C. When sufficient information has unfolded to show

that for a number z we have z > b0, h and g are both defined on z, and

f>oGÄ(z), we put z into r. If such a z were an element of D%, we would

have, from b0 G Ä(z), a contradiction to the choice of bQ; hence, any such

z is in D^Eß- Since D"g is infinite, t is infinite. Since ß is regressive and

has an infinite r.e. subset, ß is r.e.  I

Since Lemma 1.3 contradicts our hypothesis that ß is immune, Theorem

1 follows.

Corollary 1.4 (Mansfield). Complementary retraceable sets are recursive.

We observe that Yates, in [4], indicated a way of showing the existence

of hyperhyperimmune retraceable sets.

Corollary 1.5. A hyperhyperimmune regressive set must have a non-

regressive complement.

Proof. Let a be hyperhyperimmune and regressive. If a' were regressive,

then, by Theorem 1, a' would be r.e. and hence hyperhypersimple. But

r.e. sets with regressive complement are not hyperhypersimple, and Corol-

lary 1.5 follows. I

In §4, we strengthen Corollary 1.5 by showing that, moreover, the com-

plement of an immune regressive set must fall far short of being hyper-

immune.

Remark. Reflection on the proof of Theorem 1 leads at once to the

observation that if a is a coregressive hypersimple set (i.e., if a is hyper-

simple and a' is regressive) and p is a partial recursive function which

regresses a, then 5p — a must be finite. In §4, we will prove (Theorem 3)

a substantially more inclusive assertion.

4. Regressive sets which are immune but not hyperimmune. To prove that

complementary retraceable sets are recursive, Mansfield made use of the

following two lemmasO):

Lemma (i). // a is a retraceable set having exactly one element in common

with each pair (2Ä, 2k 3 1), then a is recursive.

Lemma (ii). // a, a' are retraceable, so is Jia,a').

Lemma (i) admits a generalization to the regressive case which we

state and prove below as Theorem 2. The failure of the regressive analogue

of Lemma (ii) is documented in Corollary 2.1 below.

If a is any set of numbers, we denote by '|a|' the cardinal of a.   In

( ) We are indebted to Professor Dekker for our knowledge of Mansfield's approach to the

retraceable case.
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place of the notation 'pk ofjjj, we use the notation 'Dk.

Defintion. A sequence [Dv{n)] of number sets, <p a recursive function,

is called a discrete array with rows of bounded cardinality iff (i) {Df(n) ] is a

discrete array in the usual sense (i.e., in the language of [4], [DAn)] is a

"strongly r.e. class of pairwise-disjoint, nonempty finite sets"), and (ii)

(lk^l)(Vn)(\DAn)\ £*).

Theorem 2. Let [DvM] be a discrete array with rows of bounded cardi-

nality and k the maximal cardinal of any Dv(n), Let a be a regressive set such

that Dv(n) ■ a 5¿ 0 holds for all n.  Then a is r.e.

Proof. Let p be a partial recursive function which regresses a relative

to the listing a0,ax,--- of the elements of a. We shall call a number re a

(p,j,b)-knot (1 ^j' ^ k) iff there exist j elements uq of some set Dv(m) for

which re EP(uq), 1 è q Ú j, and b EP(n). Now, let j be the largest number

such that ja¿|a,(Ea&a¿ is a (p,j,a0)-knot] is infinite. Clearly 1 Ú j ^ k.

Let b be an element of a such that for all o¡£a, if a, is a (p,ft,a0)-knot

for ; < ft ̂  k, then a,EP(b) — [b]. Next let [Dm)] be the subarray of

{D„(m)} consisting of exactly those rows Dv(m) such that a¿ E a & a, E Df(m)

==> bEP(a¡) — ¡a,). If a is a (p,j,¿>)-knot obtained from {Dm)] then

aEa, for otherwise b would be a (p,ft,a0)-knot for some h>j. By defi-

nition of discrete array and regressing function, the set y of all (p,j,b)-

knots obtained from [D^] is r.e. and by definition of j,y is infinite.

Thus, a has an infinite r.e. subset, hence a is itself r.e.i2). (As a matter of

fact, y is all but finitely much of a.)   I

Notice that Mansfield's Lemma (i) is a corollary to Theorem 2, since

any r.e. set having exactly one element in common with each pair

(2k, 2k + 1) must, clearly, be recursive. We observe that, in contrast to

the retraceable case, it is not always true that if a, a' are regressive, then

J(a,a') is also regressive.  In fact, we have

Corollary 2.1. J(a,a') is regressive <=> a is recursive.

Proof. If a is recursive, then so, clearly, is J(a,a'); hence, the latter

set is regressive. On the other hand, suppose J(a, a') is regressive. Then,

in view of Theorem 2, it is r.e.; therefore, by reason of sharing exactly

one element with each pair (2k, 2k + 1), it is recursive. But then a =

[x\2xEJ(a,a') ] is recursive.   I

In particular, if ß is a hypersimple set with regressive complement, then,

o

( ) It might be remarked that by a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 2 we can establish

the following characterization of recursively infinite number sets.

Theorem, a is recursively infinite <==> there exists an r.e. binary relation R, and discrete

array j D^n) j with rows of bounded cardinality such that: (i) a ■ Dv(n) ¿¿0 holds for all n; (ii) (*£

a.U„D„(„)&yeUnD,,(„)& there is an R-chain from xto y)=$> yEa (iii) y£a-Un£W)=>

(3m)(x>m&x:£a • \JnDv{n) =£> there is an R-chain from x to y).
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although both ß and ß' are regressive, Jiß,ß') is not regressive. (This

last assertion is as a matter of fact easy to prove directly, i.e., without

going through Theorem 2.)

Corollary 2.2. If a is regressive and immune, but not hyperimmune,

and if {jD„(„)| is any discrete array witnessing the nonhyperimmunity of a,

then, for every k ^ 1, only finitely many Dvin)'s have power i k.

Proof. By Theorem 2 and the fact that one can effectively list the sub-

sequence of Dvin)'s such that |.D^n)| i k, noting that whenever that sub-

sequence has infinitely many terms we have a subarray.

Corollary 2.2 is similar to the following proposition, which is implicit

in Post [3] but seems to have escaped explicit notice in the literature.

Proposition 2.3. Let f be a simple set which is not hypersimple, let k be

a positive integer, and let {Drin)} be any discrete array witnessing the reore-

hypersimplicity of f. Then only finitely many rows of {L\(n)} have cardi-

nality i k.

Proof. We could base the proof on Post's result [3] that no simple set

is bounded-truth-table complete; instead, we give a simple direct argument.

Suppose there is a positive integer k such that | Dv(n) \ = k for infinitely

many re; let k0 be the least such k. Let \D^(n)\ be the subarray of {DvM\

consisting of the rows with cardinality k0. Now, there is a maximal j,

1 i j < k0, such that infinitely many rows of {L\(n) j contain j members

of f; let y'o be this maximal j. Then, clearly, we obtain an infinite r.e. sub-

set of f by finding those Dm, for sufficiently large re, which contain j0

elements of f and listing the other k0 — jo members of D^n). Proposition 2.3

follows.
Remarks. (1) It follows from Proposition 2.3 that if we add to the

hypotheses of Theorem 2 the assumption that ( V re) iDMn) (£ a) where

{D^n)) is some subarray of {DvM\, then the conclusion becomes: a is a

nonsimple r.e. set.

(2) Bearing Proposition 2.3 in mind, it is easy to see that if f is a simple

set and j<«v<n)} is an r.e. sequence of pairwise-disjoint, nonempty finite sets

witnessing that f is not hyperhypersimple, then ( W k ^ 1)(3 re)(|ü^(n)| > k).

On the other hand, it can be shown that if f is simple, there exists a simple

set fo such that (a) ft — m f, and (b) for some r.e. sequence j u>vM } of pairwise-

disjoint nonempty finite sets witnessing nonhyperhypersimplicity of ft, we

have (V« è 1) ( | {&: <•>«,<*) is an re-element subset of ft}| = K0).

Given Proposition 2.3, we are in a position to prove, independently of

Theorem 1, a result somewhat stronger than the remark at the end of §3.

Theorem 3. If a is simple and p is a partial recursive function which

regresses a {not assuming condition (b) of §2 for p, but rather condition (4)

of [l, p. 81]), then bp — a is finite.
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Proof. Suppose bp — a were infinite. Let s(p,n) = [y\p*(y) = re}. We

note that s(p,n) is r.e. and contains precisely one element of a. Hence if

s(p, re) were infinite we would have an infinite r.e. subset of a', contradict-

ing the immunity of a'. Thus, for each re, s(p,n) is finite. Therefore, by

our initial assumption, we have |s(p,re)| ^ 2 for infinitely many numbers

re; and these numbers form an r.e. set. Let tp be a 1-1 recursive function

generating this set. Let ^ be a recursive function such that, for each re,

Dm consists of precisely two members of s(p,<p(n)). Then [Dm] is a

discrete array, with rows of bounded cardinality, witnessing the nonhyper-

simplicity of a. This state of affairs, however, contradicts Proposition 2.3,

and Theorem 3 follows.

Corollary 3.1. Let a be simple, p a partial recursive function which

regresses a (in the sense of [l, p. 81]).   Then p is not potentially recursive.

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that / is a recursive extension of p.

First note that f(x) is finite for all x. For if there is a k such that f(x) = a

Ea, and p*(a) = /, then |/(x)| ^ k + l+ 1. And if f(x) C«', then, since

a is simple and f(x) is r.e., f(x) must be finite. We now split the natural

numbers into two sets U and V as follows:

U=[x\(l n)(r+l(x) = f(x))}, V= U'.

U and V are recursively enumerable, V since it consists of just those x

for which f(x) contains a cycle of two or more elements. Clearly, VEot';

hence V is finite. Therefore, we see that f\ u is a partial recursive function,

with cofinite domain, which regresses a in the sense of [1, p. 81]; since

this contradicts Theorem 3, Corollary 3.1 is proved.

(We might note that condition (a) of §2, for p, need not be assumed in

Corollary 3.1. With regard to Theorem 3 itself: it can be seen that if a

is maximal, then we need not assume pp Ebp; whereas, there exist quasi-

maximal sets of rank two for which that assumption is indeed vital to

Theorem 3.)

Remarks. (1) Corollary 3.1 holds true of pseudo-simple r.e. sets, as

well as of simple ones.

(2) As one of the authors has elsewhere pointed out, there exist retrace-

able sets a none of whose retracing functions is potentially recursive; such

an a must, of course, be immune. As a matter of fact, the following can

be proved: there exists a retraceable set a such that

(i) ß recursive => ß • a or ß' • a is finite, and

(ii) a' has no simple subset.

If we could prove the existence of an immune regressive set a satisfying

(i) but not (ii), it would follow readily that no regressing function of a

could be potentially recursive, and the immune-set analogue of Corollary

3.1 would be established.
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We point out, finally, an alternative way of proving Theorem 1, based

on Theorem 2. First, by examining the proof of Theorem 3, we see that

the following proposition is true.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose a is a regressive set and a, a' are immune.

Then a' fails to be hyperimmune in that there is a discrete array {D^n) ) with

rows of bounded cardinality (ire fact,  all having cardinality 2)  such  that

(W)UW«'^0).
Now, let a be regressive; and suppose that a' is likewise regressive, and

that a, a' are both immune. By Proposition 3.2, a' is penetrated by each

row of a discrete array whose rows are of bounded cardinality; therefore,

by Theorem 2, a' is r.e. This, however, contradicts the immunity of a',

and Theorem 1 follows.

(It can be shown, using a construction based on a suggestion by P. R.

Young, that there do exist regressive sets which are immune and have

immune complement.)

5. The intersection of a pair of regressive sets.

Theorem 4. The intersection of two regressive sets, if infinite, has an in-

finite regressive subset.

Proof. Let a,ß be regressive infinite number sets, regressed by g and h,

respectively; and suppose that a ■ ß is infinite. We can assume, without

loss of generality, that the root, b0, of a under g is the same as the root

of ß under h.

If x and y are distinct numbers such that yEêix),yEh~ix), and

(Vz)(z^x&z^y=>yGÄ(2) Vy€^(2) Vz$Ä(x)     zEgix)),

then we refer to the pair (x,y) as a loop, x is called the upper vertex of the

loop, and y the lower vertex. We say that x is rooted at the ith stage of C iff

xEàg-bh and either x = b0 or, at some stage kii of C, enough com-

putations have been made to show that

(3yi, • • ̂ yJiix.yi),(yi.ya), • ■-,iyk-i,yk),iyk,b0) Eg)\Zix,b0) Eg

and

ilzx, ■•■,zi)iix,zx),izl,z2), ■■■,izi_x,zi)izi,b0) Eh)\/ix,bo) Eh.

A loop (x, y) such that x is rooted at the ¿th stage of C is said to be acceptable

at the ith stage of C. We now describe a certain algorithm, 21, for generating

the pairs of a partial recursive function / together with the domain, F, of /.

Step 0 of 21: Put b0 into F; then put ib0,b0) into /; then go to Step 1 of 21.

Step kof%,k>0: Perform the ktb stage of C. If no loops (x,y) are then

in evidence such that (x,y) is acceptable at the ktb stage, yEF, and x

(£ F (i.e., x is not yet in F), go on to Step k + 1 of 21.  If any such loops
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are in evidence, let

(*i,yn), • • •,(*i,y%),(x2,y2x),-■-, (x2,yM2), • • •,(xi,y,j), • • •,(x,,ytt/),

with Xi, ■ • •, X; mutually distinct, be the totality of them. For each i, 1

^ i ^ I, choose the loop (xx,yá),\ ^ r ^ ft¿, for which yir is smallest; put

x, into F, and then put (x„ y^) into /. In general, this procedure introduces

further acceptable loops satisfying the extra conditions concerning F, so we

must now repeat the procedure until no more such loops arise. (Clearly,

since only finitely many stages of C have been performed so far, we will

run out of such loops after finitely many iterations of the indicated pro-

cedure.) When no more such loops appear, proceed to Step k + 1 of 31.

Lemma 4.1. / is a partial recursive function.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Clearly, / is generated by an effective procedure

(namely, 31); thus / is an r.e. set of pairs. Now, whenever we put a pair

(x,y) into /, we must have just put its upper vertex, x, into F; thus, accord-

ing to 31, x never subsequently appears as first member of a pair placed

in /. Therefore, / is a function, and so / is a partial recursive function,

and the proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete.

Lemma 4.2. Let xEa • ß, and let s(x) be the least i such that x is rooted

at the ith stage of C. Then x is placed in F at Step s(x) of 31.

Proof of 4.2. Suppose otherwise: Let x0 be a member of a • ß — [b0] such

that x0 is not placed in F at Step s(x0) of 31, and such that (\/ yEa- ß)

(yEê(xo) &y 9e xo => y is placed in F at Step s(y) of 31). (Clearly s(b0)

= 0; and b0 is placed in F at Step 0 of 31. Also, note that x0 certainly can-

not be placed in F at any Step t of 31 for which t < s(x0).) Suppose y0

Eot-ß and (x0,y0) is an acceptable loop at Step s(x0) of 31. (Such a y0

must exist, since x0 is rooted at Step s(x0) of 31.) Since y0Eê(xo) -ft(x0),

we have s(y0) ^ s(x0); thus y0 is put in F at or before Step s(x0) of 31.

Therefore, at Step s(x0) of 31, we find 31 ordering us to place x0 in F and

some pair of the form (x0, w) into /, contradicting our assumption. Lemma

4.2 follows.

Lemma 4.3. For every x G « • ß,x = b0\/(x, b0) E /V(3 yi, ■■-,ykEa-ß)

((x,yù, (yi,yù, ■ ■ •, (y*-i,y*), (y*, b0) Ef).

Proof of Lemma 4.3. By Lemma 4.2, xEF. By the definition of /, if

(x,y)Ef then yEa- ß- [x]; and, in particular, y E g (x) ■ K(x). But

g(x),h~(x) are finite, and so the lemma follows by "finite descent".

We may now complete the proof of Theorem 4. Set c0 = b0; then (c0, c0)

Ef- Let Bx be the set [xEa- ß\ (x,b0) Ef}- Bx is finite; for if x,yEBx,

then (x,b0),(y,b0) are both acceptable loops at some stage of C; hence

y Eê(x) + h(x) = a finite set. Now, a ■ ß is infinite; and, applying Lemma
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4.3, we have that, for some xx E Bx, the set

BT = {yEa-ß\ iy,xx)EfVilk>0)i3vx,...,vkEa-ß)

iiy, vx), ivx,v2),---, (»*_!,vk), ivk,xx) G/) |

is infinite. Let cx be the smallest such X! in Bx. Note that (c1; c0) G /• Again,

B2= jyG« • ß\ (y,cx) Ef) is finite; we may evidently iterate this argument

ad infinitum. Thus, there exists a sequence c0,cx,c2, • • • of distinct elements

of a • ß such that (c0,c0)Ef and (cn+i,c„)G/ for all re. (The axiom of

choice is not neededi3).)  I

By Proposition 7 of [l] and the footnote on p. 342 of [4], we see that

a number set a has an infinite regressive subset iff there is an r.e. sequence

{to^n)} of pairwise disjoint r.e. sets satisfying wfM ■ a ¿¿ 0 for every re; more-

over, if a itself is regressive, then there is such a sequence {£»„(„) |, relative

to a, with the additional property that a (^ U„av(„). Hence, we might

be led to formulate the following assertion, to which Theorem 4 would

be a corollary:

Let a,ß be number sets; and let {wv(n)}, \oi^n)} be a pair of r.e. sequences

of disjoint r.e. sets such that for every re, wf(n) ■ a ¿¿0 and uim ■ ß ¿¿0, and

such that açU„aifw,|3çU„u)iW. Then, if a-ß is infinite, there exists

an r.e. sequence {uän)} of disjoint r.e. sets such that wiin) • a • ß ¿¿0 for every re.

But it is easily seen that this assertion is false: using the obvious fact

that any infinite r.e. set is the union of a recursive set and a nonsimple

r.e. set, we write y' = a ■ ß, where y is hyperhypersimple, a' is recursive,

and ß' is a nonsimple r.e. set; Theorem 6 of [4] shows that a,ß provide a

counterexample to the proposal in question.

Corollary 4.4.  Let a be hyperhypersimple, ß hypersimple, ß' regressive.

Then a and ß are many-one incomparable.

Proof, (i) Suppose a i m ß via /. Now fia') must be an infinite subset

of ß', lest ß be recursive; hence, f(a') = pf • ß' has an infinite regressive

subset t, by Theorem 4. Define a partial recursive function /, with domain

pf, as follows:

fix) = f (mv) (f(y) = x),        if x G pf;
\ undefined otherwise.

Clearly / is 1-1; hence, by [l, Proposition 4(b)], /(r) is an infinite regres-

sive subset of a'. But this, in view of [ 1, Proposition 7] and [4, Theorem

6], is impossible.  Hence, a ^ m ß.

O The construction given in the proof of Theorem 4 exhibits the fact that the intersection of

two retraceable sets is itself retraceable. (This observation is due to the referee; the fact in question

is, presumably, well known.) Also, in connection with Theorem 4, we wish to thank Joseph Bar-

back for pointing out to one of us, in a letter of January 27, 1964, an alternative line of proof

for this theorem.
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(ii) Suppose ß ^ m a via g. Define g, relative to g, just as / was defined

relative to / in (i). Then both g and g]^ are partial isomorphisms. Since

g(ß') must be infinite, gg(ß') is an infinite subset of ß'. Hence, by Theorem

4, gg(ß') has an infinite regressive subset X; it follows that g(X) is an infinite

regressive subset of a', and so, as before, we have a contradiction. Thus

ß$ma. |

Corollary 4.4 is in contrast to the following result, established in [2]:

Proposition 4.5. // ß is hyperhypersimple, then there exists a hyper-

simple, nonhyperhypersimple set a such that a = m ß. (Indeed, given an index

of ß, we can effectively find an index of such a set a.)

It is easily seen from elementary isomorphism and intersection prop-

erties that any hyperhypersimple set is the union of two hypersimple,

nonhyperhypersimple sets. Note, however

Corollary 4.6. A hyperhypersimple set cannot be the union of two co-

regressive hypersimple sets.

Proof. By Theorem 4, [ 1, Proposition 7], and the easier half of [4, The-

orem 6].

As a concluding remark about intersections and regressiveness, we

observe that the following may be proved (though we do not prove it here):

There exist hypersimple sets a and ß such that a' and ß' are regressive,

but (a - ß)' = a' + ß' is not regressive.

Added in proof. Theorem 4 can be made to read: if ax,---,ak (k^ 2)

are regressive and C\,=xkaj infinite, then (\j=xkaj has an infinite regressive

subset; the only modification required in the proof is a more general defi-

nition of loop. Again, Theorem 1 may be made to read thus: the union

of any two immune regressive sets is immune; here the argument in §4 suffi-

ces, though it is not clear how (or indeed, whether it is possible) to modify

the proof in §3 in order to get the stronger result. In connection with

Theorem 1, we remark that the techniques of this paper seem entirely

inadequate for setting, in the negative, the question: can the natural

numbers be obtained as the union of three immune regressive sets?
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